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The detailed essays in this special issue of Medical History provide an opportunity for reflection on common themes as well as on differing medical and historical contexts, specifically examining the organization and practice of European social psychiatry, its various definitions, as well as the history of psychotherapy, in twentieth-century Germany, Holland and Great Britain. The chance has also arisen for one of the two guest editors to comment briefly on various other points that seem pertinent, by way of brief introduction. His fellow guest editor, Harry Oosterhuis, is the author of one essay and co-author of another.

One place to start is to situate the notion of “social psychiatry”. Like so many key words and concepts in the history of medicine, there is very little in the phrase that did not involve a change of meaning in different times and different contexts of use.¹ It may be true that some general characteristics were present in almost all uses of the expression, the most important being an emphasis on the familial and environmental origins of mental illness. To minister to such illness, illness in the “community”, measures were taken to provide ambulatory care, that is to say care administered outside the asylum. The relations between social psychiatry and psychotherapy within this wider story are complex and with differing national pedigrees: in Holland, for example, psychotherapy was an offspring of psycho-analysis and the mental hygiene movement but this was not the case in either Britain or Germany. In general and especially in Britain, psychotherapies were seen by mainstream psychiatry in the first half of the twentieth-century as inadequate in one crucial regard, that of the long-term and chronically ill asylum patient. But as all these essays show, European biomedicine displayed enormous variations when the details are examined and any claim to an essentialist, all embracing definition of social psychiatry is very hard to establish. Indeed it would be historically speaking a mis-guided project to attempt such a thing, especially in the light of the independent developments within psychiatry and psychotherapy.

Take Germany, as examined in these pages by Schmiedebach, Priebe and Roelcke. Here, the meanings attached to social psychiatry were multiple. In the very early years of the century, social psychiatry both accepted an emphasis on the mental health of the whole population and an active programme as to how to prevent mental pathology increasing within that population. Strongly hereditarian, this psychiatry endorsed the prevention of unhealthy marriages and formed part of a wide-ranging battle against threats such as
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syphilis and chronic alcoholism. If such a battle had to be fought well beyond the asylum, then so be it. If new kinds of medical examination had to include psychiatry (as happened in 1901) then so be it. The emergency that psychiatry had uncovered within the social order required an invigorated racial and mental hygiene and the surveillance and marginalization of epileptics and idiots and degenerates as well as the severely mentally ill. The asylum would be the place where the socially undesirable would be confined but the only setting in which these “types” could be identified would be in the wider social world. Not to vigorously police that wider world would be to risk various forms of racial “infection”. And as this story escalates through the 1920s to the period of National Socialism, so too do the policies and interventions: sterilization, castration, euthanasia. It is of course important not to write the history of all pre-Nazi social psychiatry as a prelude to an inevitable historical outcome, but as in other aspects of German biomedicine at this time, Nazism was a culmination, an extremity. As a direct result (and very much bearing on the matter of words and their historical meanings mentioned earlier), Schmiedebach and Priebe show how the retrospective identification of the term “social psychiatry” with medical Nazism meant that after 1945 the expression was not used. When it was—eventually—resurrected in the 1960s and 1970s it had a very different and very deliberately humane, patient-centred meaning. There had to be (as it were) a new etymology, since the previous meaning carried with it an association with over a quarter of a million sufferers from mental illness and mental retardation now known to have been murdered. As Roelcke shows in his essay, the incorporation of psychotherapy in the German academic teaching world after the war was equally part of this new sense of meaning, seeking the rescuing of the “whole” patient from the bio-medical reductionism that had played such a terrifying part in genocide. But he also shows that this was a deliberately political act, not dependent on the acceptance or otherwise of the merits of psychotherapy by physicians themselves. A neurologist who had been an anti-Nazi used the post-war status that his actions gave him to build up an academic programme in Heidelberg in the face of strong opposition. The Heidelberg original then became the example for later German developments. Inescapably politicized, post-war German social psychiatry had a new medical rival—psychotherapy—with its own academic programme, training institutes and even its own guaranteed place inside the medical insurance system. Psychotherapy in Germany was built on the opportunities provided by the shamefulness of the bio-medical and social psychiatric past. By 1970, psychotherapy was an obligatory part of the medical teaching curriculum, a symbol of post-war reconstruction within medicine.

War thereby shaped both the institutional forms and the very meaning of the words used to describe certain medical practices and medical models. There could be no going back to the practices and the language of pre-war social psychiatry in Germany. In Britain, the place of the state within the political system and the place of medicine within the state were different, less centralized, even with the creation of a nationalized health service in 1946–48. Were there any equivalent developments to the German one in terms of social psychiatry
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and psychotherapy? In a very telling detail in his essay here, Edgar Jones reminds us that by around 1950, there were very few consultant psychiatrists in London teaching hospitals, fewer psychotherapists and that Guy’s Hospital Medical School, with a distinguished record in psychiatry, did not elect its first consultant psychiatrist until 1981. And yet recent historiography, mainly on the war neuroses and their treatment, has made it seem as if a fuller understanding of wartime psychopathology created opportunities for psychotherapeutic practice that continued after peace in 1945. In contrast to the post-war story after 1918, when psychotherapy was practised only briefly, if at all, remaining marginal in the 1920s and 1930s, the Second World War had an apparently deeper impact. Jones revises this account, examining the details of military psychiatry at Hollymoor Hospital at Northfield, Mill Hill Hospital and the York Clinic at Guy’s in particular. He also looks at psychotherapy as practised in the field of battle. Did these military examples leave a coherent post-war legacy, specifically for psychotherapy? Leaving aside the absence of planned state genocide within the British polity and its military wing, was there a British equivalent to the restructuring of psychotherapeutics as was happening in Germany? Had the lessons of war and its traumas meant a sighting of a new “holistic” view of the patient, either public or private, less restricted by a mainstream psychiatry that was fundamentally organicist and reductionist?

The answer is a small yes and a big no. Firstly, both in the medical mind and in lay perceptions, psychotherapy meant Freudianism, with the followers of Freud and/or his successors, including Jung and Adler, sealed off in a private world of esoteric knowledge and unusually virulent squabbling. The hostility on the part of mainstream psychiatrists to even a diluted version of Freudian psychoanalysis has been well charted by historians: it was expensive, theoretically suspect and, in the admission of Freud himself, of no use in chronic psychotic cases. It is striking that in a British psychiatric landscape that from . . . well, no one seems to be quite able to date the origins of the British version of “community care”, but let us say from the early 1960s at the latest, psychoanalysis had no place in the mainstream profession. As Jones points out, the membership of the British Psycho-Analytic Society was 92 in 1939 and 175 by 1954. The war had indeed encouraged the expansion of academic departments of psychiatry and some—very small in number—psychotherapeutic appointments within them. Certain appointments—Aubrey Lewis as professor at the Maudsley might be one—and the growth of new specialisms, such as the occupational therapist, might be said to have a social psychiatric rationale. But as Jones again points out, if anyone was to come forward and display the right combination of empiricism and statistical skill in the post-war world, it was not to be the analysts (how could it be?), but the clinical psychologists—the Hans Eysencks of this world. One might also note the irony that the small but highly active coterie of psychoanalysts in London were of course
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mostly émigrés—refugees from totalitarianism and terror, including, just before his death, Freud himself. But unlike post-war Germany and despite some resistance there, this very psychoanalytic presence was not invited—or deliberately did not seek invitation—to the world of post-war medical rebuilding in Britain, the Britain that it inhabited. The shame of the recent past was irrelevant in Britain and thus the need to jettison some versions of psychiatry and now re-include some therapies that had been hunted down and expelled, absent.

Jones is not proposing that there were no psychotherapeutic developments: he notes the role played by psychiatric social workers and the work of individuals such as Maxwell Jones and his therapeutic community work at Belmont Hospital in Sutton among other examples. But not until the 1970s were psychodynamic ideas formally incorporated into medical training. Myself have recently had long conversations with the British psychiatrist Ronald Sandison, born in 1916 and thus now in his late eighties. A keen Jungian and a firm believer in group therapy, Sandison always used these approaches to follow up with NHS patients who had received either deep insulin coma therapy or electroconvulsive therapy or—a procedure much associated with Sandison personally—LSD. Sandison took the view that no proper cure could be expected of these physical treatments unless they were strictly used in conjunction with psychotherapy. Influenced by the work of T P Rees at Warlingham Park Hospital in Surrey, where Sandison worked after the war, group psychotherapy was used as part of these physical interventions. The hospital itself was seen as a larger therapeutic social world, complete with art therapy and therapeutic social clubs based on the ideas of Joshua Bierer, another refugee, in this case from the Steinhof mental hospital in Vienna. Sandison carried this eclecticism with him when he moved on to work at Powick Hospital near Worcester in 1951 and where he conducted his LSD therapies. His story demonstrates that some parts of the NHS psychiatric system did indeed develop in this way, using a combined approach of heroic therapies with immediate, and usually group-based, therapeutic follow up. But doctors who followed this route were of course always operating under financial stringency and under pressure for proven results. And other psychiatric programmes—most famously as directed by William Sargant at St Thomas’s Hospital in London—went in a quite different, indeed mercilessly anti-psychotherapeutic, direction. For Sargant, no physical therapy was too heroic. Writing in 1961, Sargant stated that the psychotherapeutic and social treatment of psychoses and neuroses had been “fully explored” while physical treatments were in “relative infancy”. In a world already familiar with deep insulin coma, malarial fever therapy, transorbital leucotomy and of course ECT, his remark bears some pondering.


In Britain we have therefore a mixed history, less politically overshadowed than the German experience and somehow more ad hoc, even with the appearance of a socialized medical system. The equivalent Dutch history has some very striking lessons to teach the medical historian, mainly about continuity and consistency. As set out here by Oosterhuis and Hutschemaekers, the Dutch psychiatric world from the 1920s showed a very high level of continuity within social psychiatry and mental hygiene. There had, indeed has, been no radical de-institutionalization and from the 1960s onwards there was an emphasis on psychotherapy as well as institutional care. This held true even for long-term and hard to treat patients—a radical difference from our other two stories. Social psychiatry here meant care outside the asylum, beginning as a response to asylum overcrowding and then seeking answers to mental health problems in an age of economic depression in the 1930s. But Holland had its own considerable asylum population, at the same time as seeing an emphasis among many social psychiatrists on models of mental illness which emphasized a continuity model between sanity and madness (a model recently revived in Britain by the work of Richard Bentall).8

Post-war developments were complicated and not easy for outsiders to grasp fully. Attempts by leading Dutch psychohygienists to run an integrated care system, with social psychiatrists as intermediaries between asylum psychiatry and mental hygienists, had their ups and downs but—while drawing on American as well as British examples—a new ambulant mental health care system saw a particular Dutch form of emphasizing psychotherapy and education and environment in mental health. The creation of the Regional Institutes for Ambulatory Mental Health Care (RIAGGs) saw the social psychiatric approach more or less subordinated to psychotherapy, and proponents of social psychiatry feared that the seriously disturbed would not be properly cared for in the RIAGGs. These criticisms were met and by the mid-1980s the Dutch government had embarked on a programme of “socialization”, forcing the integration at a regional level between RIAGGs, housing projects and institutional psychiatry. In the 1970s and developing from their origins in the 1940s and 1950s, there appeared an increasing number of Institutes for Multidisciplinary Psychotherapy; these in turn had to defend themselves against the newer RIAGGs on the grounds of a feared loss of autonomy and funding. Despite the complications, the striking Dutch example remains: that Dutch psychotherapeutic services have a very distinct history, including a rapid growth in ambulatory services as well as an independent profession. The most recent situation in Holland is in some ways the most interesting. As I understand Hutschemaekers’ and Oosterhuis’s essay, the RIAGGs have slowly become populated by health professionals rediscovering the merits of a stricter biomedical approach, with psychotherapists quitting the RIAGGs to go into private practice. So Dutch psychotherapists are now losing status, outmanoeuvered by a newly dominant biomedicine, legally answerable to psychologists, outside the RIAGG system and on the defensive. A remarkably unified history may actually be at the point of dividing up,
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with psychotherapy no longer the “gold standard” it had been from the late 1960s until the mid-1980s. If this is true, then perhaps all the essays here do share one last final common theme: that no contenders in the various approaches to mental illness as professionally conceived—social psychiatric, institutional and asylum based, psychotherapeutic, even psychoanalytic—have a guaranteed presence on the medical stage. Political events, social events, state expenditure and the need for savings, the growth of psychopharmacology, lay involvement followed by lay indifference, war, peace: all play their determining part. And in doing so, they change both the history of words and the history of practices.